Microsurgical anatomy of the craniovertebral junction: An anatomical study with far lateral approach

Abstract

Aim: The far lateral approach is indicated for lesions located anterior to the dentate ligament between the lower third of the clivus and the upper part of the C2 body. Modified subgroups have also been described for increasing the exposure of level of this highly crowded anatomical region. We present an anatomical and clinical study demonstrating the feasibility of a far lateral approach that provides access to multiple lesions at the craniovertebral junction.

Material and Methods: Four formalin-fixed and mummified adult cadaver specimens were used in this study. Skin incision, followed by careful dissection of various muscle groups, exposed the suboccipital triangle. C1 and C2 posterior arches were removed to reveal the course of the vertebral artery. Finally, suboccipital craniectomy was performed to reach craniovertebral junction and associated regional anatomy was openly exposed.

Results: Numerous anatomical structures that have vast clinical significance provides the delicacy and complexity of this region. Vertebral artery, hypoglossal nerve, spinal accessory nerve, dentate ligaments, first and second cervical neural roots and brainstem were carefully exposed and identified during the dissection process.

Conclusion: Far lateral approach increases the surgical dominance and maneuverability of the pathologies located in craniovertebral junction and upper cervical spine. With this approach, surgical difficulties of the region can be overcome with the development of anatomical knowledge and technical infrastructure. Knowledge of the microtopographic surgical anatomy of this region is the fundamental element to achieve an effective surgery.
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Introduction
With the description of the unilateral suboccipital approach in 1972, the foundations of the far lateral approach were laid [1]. In 1986, Roberto Heros first described the far lateral approach for vertebral artery (VA) aneurysm and in 1988, George et al. first described this approach for the surgery of lesions located anterior-anterolateral to the foramen magnum (FM) [2, 3]. Today, this approach continues to be used in many modified forms [3-5]. This approach is typically a more lateral approach to the lateral suboccipital approach in which the posterolateral aspect of FM is removed and a C1 (cervical) hemilaminectomy is added, greatly increasing the working space anterior to the brainstem and thus eliminating the need for retraction. Modified subgroups have also been described, including bone resection in the transcondylar, supracondylar or paracondylar region [6, 7].

The far lateral approach is indicated for lesions located anterior to the dentate ligament between the lower third of the clivus and the upper part of the C2 body. Lesions located in the premedullary and lateral cerebellomedullary cistern, including FM meningiomas, neurerteric cysts, aneurysms of the V4 segment of VA, vertebrobasilar junction aneurysms, anterior and lateral medullary segment aneurysms of the posterior inferior cerebellar artery (PICA), schwannomas of the lower cranial nerves, lower brainstem arteriovenous malformations with nidus anterior to the dentate ligament, gliomas and cavernous hemangiomas affecting the anterolateral aspect of the medulla oblongata and upper cervical cord can be accessed through a far lateral approach [8, 9].

Many different skin incisions have been described in which the myocutaneous flap is elevated in the far lateral approaches. The most commonly used are long curved and hockey stick shaped incisions [2, 3, 5]. One of the most important steps of this procedure is muscle dissection and recognition of triangulation points while maintaining anatomical orientation. The most important structures to be considered from muscle dissection to the end of the procedure, including bone excision, are the suboccipital triangle and VA located there [10]. Many anatomical studies have been conducted to clarify this issue as much as possible [7, 11].

We present an anatomical and clinical study demonstrating the feasibility of a far lateral approach that provides access to multiple lesions at the craniovertebral junction (CVJ) and involves many complex anatomical structures from start to finish.

Material and Methods
Four formalin-fixed and mummified adult cadaver specimens were used in this study. The mean age of these specimens was 73.5 years, ranging from 61 to 83 years. Dissections were performed with the cadavers in prone position. The head was fixed with a Mayfield head holder with the cervical spine in the neutral position.
First transverse skin incision was performed, allowing for the visualization of the bilateral asterion and the highest nuchal line, starting approximately 2 cm superior to the external occipital protuberance. Secondly, a posterior midline skin incision was made starting from the midpoint of this incision and extending to the spinous process of C7. Carefully dissecting the trapezius, sternocleidomastoid, splenius capitis, and semispinalis capitis muscles bilaterally, they were gently displaced laterally to expose the suboccipital triangle, formed by the boundaries of the three muscle groups (Rectus capitis posterior major, superior and inferior oblique capitis muscles). In addition, the rectus capitis posterior minor was identified (Figure 1 A, B). Within the boundaries of the suboccipital triangle, the posterior arch of C1 and VA were visualized (Figure 1 B, C). For ease of the procedure, the rectus capitis posterior major and minor on the working side, along with the inferior oblique capitis muscles, were removed, revealing the posterior atlantooccipital membrane (Figure 1 D, 1E). The close relationship between the bone structures where hemilaminectomy will be performed on C1 and C2, and where suboccipital craniectomy will be applied, was more easily visualized.

After thinning the lamina of C2 unilaterally using a high-speed drill, hemilaminectomy of C2 was performed using a Kerrison rongeur-2 mm (Figure 2 A, B, C). Once again, utilizing a drill and Kerrison rongeur, the posterior arch of C1 was removed, taking into consideration the course of VA. The removal of the posterior arch of C1 revealed the course of VA clearly, thereby facilitating the preservation of this structure in the subsequent steps of the procedure (Figure 2 D, E, F, G). After the relevant bone structures of C1 and C2 were removed, a suboccipital craniectomy was performed. The size of this craniectomy could vary based on the characteristics of the present pathology; therefore, an average-sized craniectomy not exceeding 3x3 cm and not crossing the midline was performed. By removing the posterolateral border of the FM, the dural surface of the CVJ was exposed in an open manner (Figure 2 H, I). Subsequently, the dura was opened linearly up to the border of C2 (Figure 2 J, K).
Results

VA is an important anatomical structure to be carefully preserved during this approach. It supplies blood to the brainstem, cerebellum, and parts of the spinal cord. It arises from the subclavian artery, which is a major artery that branches off from the aorta. The course of VA involves several segments. With this study, we had the chance to clearly observe the course of the V2 and V3 segments of VA.

VA originates from the subclavian artery. It runs between the Longus colli and the Scaleneus anterior muscles. It passes through the transverse foramina of the C6 in the neck. The artery continues its course and runs vertically upward through the foramina in the transverse processes of the C6 to C2 vertebrae. Within these foramina, the artery is protected by the bony vertebral column. As it ascends through these transverse foramina, it gives off small branches to the muscles and structures in the neck. After passing through the transverse foramen of C1, VA becomes horizontal curving medially and posteriorly behind the superior articular process of C1. Here, it travels within a groove on the posterior aspect of the atlas (C1). This part of VA is more vulnerable to compression or damage due to its close proximity to the cervical vertebrae. Then, it enters the vertebral canal by passing beneath the posterior atlantooccipital membrane. The intracranial part of VA begins with piercing of dura when the artery enters the skull through FM. Inside the skull, after giving rise to ipsilateral PICA’s, the two vertebral arteries come together to form the basilar artery, which provides blood supply to the brainstem, cerebellum, and other brain structures.

The suboccipital triangle is composed by the rectus capitis posterior major muscle, above and medially, by the superior oblique muscle above and laterally, and by the inferior oblique muscle below and laterally. It is covered by the semispinalis capitis muscle medially and the splenius capitis muscle laterally. Its floor is formed by the posterior atlantooccipital membrane. Inside the triangle we can find the terminal extradural VA and first and second cervical neural root. In our study, we traced VA and explored the suboccipital triangle step by step and found similar courses as described in the literature.

Eleventh cranial nerve is another critical structure to be exposed during far lateral approach. The accessory nerve, (XI) primarily operates as a motor nerve, controlling specific muscles involved in movements of the head and neck. Its trajectory encompasses two main segments: the cranial and spinal portions.

Cranial Portion (Origin in Brainstem): The accessory nerve’s cranial portion originates from a cluster of motor neurons called the nucleus ambiguus. Situated within the lateral aspect of the medulla oblongata, this nucleus gives rise to fibers forming the cranial root of the accessory nerve. This root merges with the vagus nerve (cranial nerve X), contributing to motor functions in the pharynx and larynx.

Spinal Portion (Emergence from Spinal Cord): Emerging from upper cervical segments of the spinal cord, specifically from the anterior horn cells of spinal segments C1 to C5/C6, is the spinal portion of the accessory nerve. The spinal root of the accessory nerve takes form from these fibers and exits the skull through the jugular foramen, in partnership with the cranial root.

Once outside the skull, the accessory nerve journeys into the posterior triangle of the neck. Here, it branches to innervate two major muscles: Sternocleidomastoid and Trapezius Muscle. Extracranial course of the accessory nerve is relatively superficial. Hence it is difficult to trace this part. Spinal portion of its origin can be seen within the opened dura.

Condylar approaches give access to hypoglossal canal serving as the exit route of hypoglossal nerve (cranial nerve XII). Condylectomy during transcervical approach reveals the hypoglossal canal. After exiting the base of the skull through the hypoglossal canal, course of the hypoglossal nerve turns anteriorly alongside carotid sheath descending through the neck.

Opening of spinal dura while reaching ventral FM lesions, exposes thin delicate extensions of the pia mater originating from the nerve roots, attaching to dura mater. These extensions are called dentate, denticulate ligaments. They play significant role in suspension and stabilization the spinal cord in the vertebral canal. In our mummmified cadaver specimens, dentate ligaments were not easily observed.

Discussion

CVJ and upper cervical spine pathologies can be challenging for neurosurgeons. Especially anterior dural wall pathologies such as FM meningiomas or schwannomas may be difficult to handle because of the regions anatomical neighboring structures. Vascular and neuronal structures of the area such as VA, accessory nerve, hypoglossal nerve, dentate ligaments, first and second cervical neural roots, and brainstem has to be preserved. On the other hand, any failure on the approach is going to be fatal. This study is focused on the the far lateral suboccipital approach anatomical neighboring structures to be safe, also with a wider approach to ensure precise control on the surgical experience of CVJ pathologies.
Advancements in neurosurgical infrastructure like operative visualization and improved surgical instruments gives the surgeon the chance to look from wider and more dominant angles by providing comfort [12-14]. Wider exposure with hemilaminectomy of C2 and the removal of the posterior arch of C1 (clear visualization and preserving the VA more easily ensured with this step) will provide range of motion to the surgeon on surgical treatment of the region.

It should be kept in mind that 2-3% of anatomical variations of VA in normal population can be found in the far lateral approach to the CVJ [15, 16]. Detection of anomalies and observing the course of VA with preoperative 3-dimensional computerized tomography angiography will be useful to prevent complications.

When this approach is considered in conjunction with the bone tissues removed from the relevant vertebrae and the craniectomy, along with the expanded surgical bone window, and with the appropriate dural incision, it offers a comfortable surgical window opportunity for posterior-posterolateral-anterolateral lesions extending from the lower 1/3 of the clivus to C2, while ensuring the ease of preserving neurovascular structures specific to this region, depending on their size and characteristics.

**Conclusion**

CVJ and upper cervical spine pathologies can be managed with far lateral approach. This approach increases the surgical dominance and maneuverability of the pathology, which is already in a difficult location. With this approach, surgical difficulties of the region can be overcome with the development of anatomical knowledge and technical infrastructure. Thus, defining the microtopographic surgical anatomy of this region will allow an effective surgery by spreading the range of motion over a wider area in the surgical intervention to be performed.
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